PROGRAMME
Music zu lieblichen Violen

Tobias Hume
ca.1579 – 1645

Loves Farewell
Musicall Humors, 1605

William Brade
1560-1630

Auffzüge und frembde Täntze
Der Pilligrinen Tanz - Der Satyrn Tanz Ein Schottisch Tanz
Newe Auserlesene liebliche Branden…, 1617

Michael Praetorius
1571-1621

*** *** ***
Suite de Danses
Bransle de la Torche - Bransle de Villages No.1 & 6
Terpsichore, 1621

William Young
1610-1662

Air and Sarabande in g à 2
Durham Manuscript Ms Mus D10

Johann Hermann Schein
1586-1630

Suite in g à 5
Padouana - Gagliarda
Banchetto Musicale, 1617

John Coprario
1575 - 1626

*** *** ***
Fantasia No. 10 à 3
Aus Konincklycke Fantasien, 1648

Anthony Holborne
1545-1602

Aeirs both Grave and Light
Paradizo - The Honey Suckle
Infernum - The Fairy Round
Pavans, Galliards, Almains…, 1599

Tobias Hume

Peters Plaseure - The second part of Peeter
The first part of Ayres…, 1605

John Dowland
1563-1626

Passionate Pavans
Lachrimae Gementes M. George Whitehead his Almand The King Denmark’s Galiard
Lachrmiae or Seaven Teares, 1604

John Jenkins
1592–1678
Samuel Scheidt
1584-1654
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*** *** ***
Air in a à 2 for treble and bass
Christ Church Library, Oxford, Music MS 1005, ca.1640
Intrada - Courant
Canzon super O nachbar Roland - Galliard Battaglia
Ludi Musici, 1621
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About the Ensemble “The Little Light Consort”
Founded in 2011 by Soma Salat-Zakariás, The Little Light Consort intends to work on the repertoire of
the viol consort and to perform with a permanent group of people. Soma Salat-Zakariás, Leonardo
Bortolotto, Ryosuke Sakamoto and Mathilde Gomas met in Paolo Pandolfo's class during their studies
at the “Schola Cantorum Basiliensis” in Basel (Switzerland), Brian Franklin and Giulio Tanasini are
guest Members of the Ensemble. The Little Light Consort is one of the few actual ensembles
dedicating itself to the unique genre of viol consort, based on historically informed performance.
The "Viol Consort" is a set of instruments with different sized Violas da Gamba, proportionally fitted to
each other. Like many other instruments of the era, the viol was built in different sizes in order to
enable the performance of a polyphonic composition. The early gamba consort is clearly described in
several theoretical documents throughout the 16th and early 17th centuries, including Diego Ortiz
treatise in 1553. More than hundred years later, in 1676, Thomas Mace still praises the practice of
consort music: "Know, that in my younger time, we had Musick [Consort] most excellently choice and
most eminently rare; both for its excellency in composition, rare fancy, and sprightly Ayre[…]". In
English, the word “consort” means “accompany” and indeed, the consort of viols is closely related to
the accompaniment of the voice : it could be either used to double and reinforce vocal parts in any
choir setting, either provide a polyphonic accompaniment to a solo singer. But the viol consort also has
an important function in instrumental music, a large volume of literature survived, mostly by English
composers. "Viol Consort" was widely practiced and eminently fashionable in royal courts and wealthy
family-circles.
www.littlelightconsort.com
littlelightconsort@gmail.com
About the program “Music zu lieblichen Violen”
In the beginning of the 17th century, many English musicians left their country to go to Germany and
Denmark, where they were offered better work opportunities than in the English Court. With this
migration, English composers such as Brade and Dowland absorbed local influences, but more
importantly brought their refined native taste of consort music to Germany.
Our program proposes a recreation of these different influences, with compositions from eminent
native German composers of the time: Hammerschmidt, Scheidt, Schein and Praetorius; and
examples from the English migrants: Brade, Dowland and Holborne. Brade left England fairly early in
his career and worked in Brandenburg, Berlin, Bückeburg, Hamburg, Schaumburg and Gottorp but
also in Copenhagen, during the same time as Dowland. As for Holborne, three lute arrangements of
his dances were published in Germany in 1600.
The presence of the mostly string-playing English musicians in Germany also coincided with an
important change in taste here. Many books of instrumental pieces printed in Germany around this
time are described as being "Besonders für Violen" ("especially for strings"). This aesthetic influence
seems to seek a softer, more tender sound texture in comparison with the wind ensemble German
tradition, from there comes our title Music zu lieblichen Violen.
All these pieces are five-parts settings, with the two upper ones crossing, a very typical setting in late
16th -century Italian vocal music. Therefore, such a choice from the composers, as well as technical
elements like ornate textures and antiphonal effects, reveal another influence upon the German
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